
Welcome to session 8
Blood tracking



Wounding and blood tracking
Could it happen to me? 
Society sets the terms on which hunting takes place

We know enough to avoid irresponsible shots

Nevertheless, wounding due to accidents and misjudgements will
happen

- We must know how to respond effectively when the
situation arises

Good attitudes to the game and hunting are the cornerstones! 



Wounding and animal suffering
- Possible to prevent? 
Practice at observing game 

Shooting practice

Know your skill level and the limits of your weapon

Have access to a blood tracking hound

Be prepared for the fact that blood tracking may be necessary. 
Then you will be ready to handle the situation when you or one of
your fellow hunters makes a mistake! 



Some terms

The Norwegian Environment Agency´s definition: Blood tracking starts when the
animal is not found during the immediate search at and around the shot site

Among hunters, a wounding shot is when the game is hit, but not in the ideal kill 
zone. 

In other words, it is perfectly possible that you will need to perform blood
tracking even if the animal has not been wounded. The point is that as a hunter, 
when you fire at an animal, you must assume that the animal has been hit. You
have a duty to clarify what has happened. 



Why do wounding shots occur? 

Problems with the firearms or sights? 

Problems with the ammunition? 

Misjudgement by the hunter? 

What do you think is the most common cause?  



Some causes of wounding shots

Greater distance – greater risk 

Moving game, faster speed – greater risk 

Insufficient practice – inability to judge whether the shot is safe

If hunters only discharged shots when they were genuinely sure 
that they would hit based on their personal circumstances, 
wounding shots would hardly ever occur! Problems with the
firearm, sights or ammunition are hardly ever the reason...



Consequences of wounding shots

Animal suffering caused by us hunters
It harms the reputation of hunting
Hunters lose the trust from society
Resources are wasted, because meat is destroyed
Unneccesary waste of time and loss of valuable leisure time 
Your conscience...



Blood tracking animals that have been
shot at – What does the law say? 
Watch the video «Hva sier loven?»



Blood tracking wounded big game 

In the case of big game, the law requires blood tracking
Access to an approved blood tracking hound/team is required when hunting
moose, red deer or roe deer
The Norwegian Environmental Agency requires an approved dog to be used for 
the blood tracking
Duty to perform blood tracking and right of pursuit
Duty to notify the holder of the hunting rights and municipality or closest police
district
After notifying the municipality, police and holder of the hunting rights, artificial
light can be used when blood tracking deer or wild boar that have been shot at



Blood tracking wounded big game 

What to do after firing at an animal

The shooter should remain still after discharging the shot
Completely still for 5-10 minutes, then cautiously approach the
shot site to examine
Mark the position of the shot site and the shooter
Notify fellow hunters/hunting parties
No other animals shall be hunted and no shots shall be fired at 
other animals during blood tracking



Blood tracking wounded big game

What to do after firing at an animal

The hunter/hunting party is responsible for leading the work

Contact the blood tracking team 

Wait 1-2 hours before starting blood tracking; spend the time 
planning 

Contact the municipality and neighbouring hunting area if relevant 



Marking and examining the shot site

Watch the video «Merking og registrering»



Planning and conducting blood tracking

Watch the video «Planlegging»



What should I do after discharging the
shot? 
Watch the video «Hva gjør jeg etter skuddet?»



Can you use your own dog?

Watch the video «Bruk av egen hund?»



Examining the shot site

Watch the video «Skuddplassundersøkelse»



Blood tracking dog at work

Watch the video «Sporhunden i arbeid»



Blood tracking wounded small game

Game birds

Note the reaction to the shot

Observe the bird´s direction of flight

Retrievers 

Search in the direction of flight/landing area 

A bird that has been killed may «sail» a long way



Blood tracking wounded small game

Other small game 

Note the reaction to the shot

Investigate the shot site

If a dog is available, use it for further blood tracking



Blood tracking wounded small game

Other small game

When blood tracking beavers, look for air bubbles or murky water 

Remember that you need the landowner´s permission to pursue
wounded small game into a property other than the one where
you have hunting rights



Blood tracking wounded
small game

For a good hunter, no exertion is 
too great when searching for 
wounded game 



Blood tracking small game

Watch the video «Ettersøk småvilt»



How game birds react to a shot
(Shot dead)



How game birds react to a shot
(Wounded) 



How deer react to a shot



How deer react to a shot



How deer react to a shot



How deer react to a shot



Reaction to a shot

Watch the video «Skuddreaksjon»




